Abstract-Sliding window estimation is widely used for online simultaneous localization and mapping. While increasing the sliding window size generally yields improved accuracy, it also comes at an increase in computational cost. In order to reduce this cost, we propose smarter non-uniform sampling of the trajectory representation over the sliding window. This nonuniform temporal resolution is possible with continuous-time representations that allow freely adjustable knots location. Four strategies for selecting the knots location are presented and evaluated based on a real data laser-odometry SLAM problem. The results clearly show that non-uniform distributions of knots can be superior to uniform distribution in terms of accuracy per computation time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate localization and mapping is a crucial capability for many mobile robotic applications. When scanning sensors are used while the robotic platform is moving, it is beneficial to employ continuous-time trajectory representations. These representations offer the flexibility to process measurements taken at any time in a continuous space, (rather than at discrete intervals), and furthermore have the potential to reduce the computational complexity of the mapping problem by reducing the dimension of the optimized state.
We consider a subset of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) formulations where a sliding window of measurements is incrementally processed to estimate the section of the robot's trajectory that registers the measurements into a global map frame. With increased window sizes, the estimation becomes more accurate; however, at an increased computational cost. We first show that as the trajectory is incrementally updated, subsequent corrections applied to older segments in the trajectory window have lower signal power. Therefore, the trajectory corrections, when decoupled from the high bandwidth trajectory, can be safely represented using fewer parameters. If handled correctly, this parameterspace reduction has the potential to reduce the problem complexity with minimal effect on the solution accuracy.
Based on this principle and on the flexibility offered by decoupled continuous-time trajectories, this paper presents effective strategies for selecting trajectory spline coefficients. These new strategies allow sliding windows to be optimized more rapidly without sacrificing much accuracy.
Specifically, this paper presents the following contributions:
• A methodology to analyze the bandwidth for corrections applied to a trajectory during incremental batch estimation.
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• New strategies for selecting trajectory spline coefficient locations.
• An experimental evaluation using real data collected with a ground platform as depicted in Fig. 1 .
II. RELATED WORK
Integrating high-rate asynchronous measurements emerging from different sensors represents one of the numerous challenges of SLAM. In a conventional pose-graph approach, high-rate IMU measurements quickly result in a large number of poses, increasing the optimization state space and making the problem intractable. To tackle this issue, Furgale et al. [1] and Zlot and Bosse [2] propose to represent the trajectory of poses with a continuous-time formulation. This has the benefit of decoupling the number of optimization variables from the number of measurements. A good overview of recent contributions in continuous-time state estimation can be found in Furgale et al. [3] .
The concept of a correction trajectory which can be sampled at a different rate than the base trajectory was initially introduced in Bosse et al. [4] . This correction trajectory with fewer coefficients is the one to be optimized, therefore reducing the state dimension while keeping the higher frequency information described by the base trajectory.
This novel idea was recently re-introduced in Zheng et al. [5] , supporting that it is indeed possible to significantly speed-up the SLAM solution computation by reducing the number of coefficients of the correction trajectory. However, the authors only considered uniform sampling of the correction trajectory and no analysis of non-uniform knot sampling strategy is introduced.
Related to this work, Oth et al. [6] and Anderson et al. [7] illustrate that non-uniform continuous-time trajectory representations have the potential of describing trajectories with higher level of detail when required. Nonetheless, the authors consider the problem of offline batch estimation whereas this paper focuses on online sliding window estimation.
III. THEORY
This section first introduces the robot trajectory representation which is used throughout this paper. In order to establish a common ground for analysis, a sliding window estimation algorithm for processing measurements from an odometer and a rotating laser-scanner is then presented. Although this analysis can be extended to other types of sensor configurations and applications, this rotating laser-scanner configuration is selected as it benefits from a continuoustime representation.
A. Continuous-time trajectory representation
The key element of this approach is that the estimated robot trajectory, T W R (τ ), is treated as a composition of a correction curve, δT W (τ ), and a baseline curve,T W R (τ ), where W and R refer to world frame and robot frame, respectively:
Both curves have a continuous-time representation. This allows separate tuning of their (local) temporal resolution for the given temporal domain, the time interval the robot's trajectory is estimated for. Furthermore the value of each curve at any time is only dependent on a small fixed size, temporally local, set of coefficients, yielding rather sparse problems when the curves get optimized in spite of their continuous nature.
In this paper we chose linear Lie-group valued splines for simplicity and speed. More closely this means that both, the correction and the baseline curve are each represented with a time series of special Euclidean transformations
where n ∈ N denotes the number of segments between the strictly monotone knots, τ i : ∀ 0≤i<n : τ i+1 > τ i . To compute poses between the knots componentwise exponentially linear interpolation is used, where the components are determined by the common translate-after-rotate decomposition.
I.e. given two time stamped special Euclidean transformations (T a , τ a ) and (T b , τ b ), with τ a < τ b , the componentwise exponentially linear interpolated Euclidean transformation T (τ ) at τ ∈ [τ a , τ b ] shall be the one uniquely given by
where tra and rot denote the component projections as determined by the translate-after-rotate decomposition, i.e. ∀ T ∈SE(3) T =: tra(T ) • rot(T ), where tra(T ) shall be a pure translation and rot(T ) a pure rotation 1 .
To refer to the corresponding quantities of the two curves we will use δτ i , δT i , δn, andτ i ,T i ,ñ.
The presented algorithm greatly saves computational cost by using much fewer knots, δτ i , and control vertices, δT i , for the correction curve than the baseline curve (⇔ δn ñ).
B. Sliding window scan-matching
The laser scan-matching approach is based on Zlot and Bosse [2] and is depicted in Algorithm 1. As the robot moves into its environment and registers odometry measurements O and laser measurements L, it incrementally updates its trajectory. Laser measurements are transformed from the current trajectory estimate T to world coordinates and simplified into surface elements (surfels), S, consisting of a mean position and a surface normal. Using nearest neighbor search, reciprocal matches M are found between surfels. These surfel matches and odometry measurements are converted into error terms constraining nonlinear optimization variables -the control vertices, δT i of the correction curve δT . The resulting factor graph is optimized based on Gauss Newton iterations and the robot's trajectory, T , is finally updated by folding in the optimized correction curve (see Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Sliding window scan-matching algorithm
δT ← INIT(τ h ) 6 :
T ← FOLD_IN(δT , T ) 8: return T, S 9: end procedure
C. Performance metric for real-time SLAM algorithms
We use two different performance metrics to evaluate our different estimation algorithms. One, E n , to assess the performance for real-time use cases for which the accuracy of the newest pose estimate is of greatest importance at any time, such as robot control. And a second one, E f , to assess the quality of the final estimate, i.e. after it won't get updated anymore based on future measurements. The latter is more interesting for use cases where investing some estimator lag to gain accuracy is preferable, such as with place recognition or semantic analysis.
For the sliding window estimators, as evaluated in this paper, E n needs to capture the quality at the head of the sliding window only, while E f should focus on the estimates already passed out of the sliding window. Please note that we do not use or consider any loop closure steps in this paper.
A sliding window estimator's entire output is in fact a time series of trajectories,T i , where each is defined on the time interval [0, t i ] and i denotes the estimation index, which increases with each shift of the sliding window to a new window's head time t i .
Each performance metric is a specific difference of the estimated trajectory,T i , to a gold standard estimate, T i , aggregated over the sliding window index i. Since it was not practical to acquire quality ground truth information for this data, the gold standard is computed using a much more computational intensive full batch estimation on the same data. Its estimate, T i , is obtained by Algorithm 1 and incorporates all the information available until t i .
The two performance metrics E n and E f are computed as follows:
where Π ∈ {tra, rot} may be one of the two component projections, k denotes the number of shifts between a timestamp entered the sliding window and leaving it, K denotes the end of the estimated trajectory sequences (so i ∈ {0, · · · .K}), λ(t) denotes the distance traveled from t 0 to t ∈ [t 0 , t K ], and E Π denotes a RMS of the error accumulated in the moving body frame after traveling a distance of L (e.g. 1m) when starting from a regular grid (of spacing ∆L) on the distance traveled for the component Π and is computed as described in appendix .
We compute λ based on T K , the best estimate for the true trajectory available, and fix ∆L := 1mm and ∆t = 10ms.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The approach presented is thoroughly evaluated through several analyses. The first two consist of identifying the influence of sliding window length and knot sampling frequency on solution accuracy. We then analyze the nature of the corrections to trajectory sections which have been incrementally optimized. With this understanding of how sliding window size and correction bandwidth influence the solution accuracy, we finally evaluate the performances of two non-uniform knot sampling strategies. These analyses are all based on real-world measurements acquired by a ground robot platform which is subsequently introduced.
A. Experiment setup
Prior to this work, an iterative closest point (ICP) based algorithm has been implemented to enable the NiFTI robot in Fig. 2 to build an internal representation of its environment Pomerleau et al. [9] . Equipped with multiple encoders, an Xsens MTI-G IMU and a rotating 2D SICK LMS-151 laser-scanner with a maximum range of 50 meters, this robot with climbing capabilities can register 3D environment information in complex scenarios.
As high uncertainty is associated to encoder-based odometry of such skid-steering vehicles, the encoders and IMU measurements are pre-fused with the technique presented in Kubelka et al. [10] . The resulting odometry estimate is the one to be processed by Algorithm 1.
Another particularity of this configuration is that the laser scanner is mounted on a rolling platform and performs 180 degree "sweeps", covering the full hemisphere in front of the robot every 3.1 seconds. In this case, surfels are computed for each sweep time intervals and matches are identified between all sweep pair combinations. The trajectory estimation procedure is performed every time a sweep is completed.
The following experiments are performed with real-world measurements recorded outdoors by the NiFTI robot (Fig. 1) . This city environment contains several instances of buildings and objects such as trash bins, parked vehicles, light posts, fences and bushes.
B. Sliding window size influence
In order to yield an accurate solution, a sliding window should enclose most of the error terms introduced by a window shift, where enclosing an error term means containing all timestamps of its measurements. Odometry error terms only span short periods of time while, in the current experiment, error terms from surfel matches constrain the robot trajectory across large temporal distances. Assuming that the robot is constantly moving, the maximum period of time on which the trajectory is constrained by two matching surfels is bounded by the laser scanner limited field of view. From the distribution of temporal distances between matching surfels presented in Fig. 3 , one can infer that a window size of 20 sweeps would contain most of the necessary information for an optimal solution. A similar analysis could be performed for different sensor combinations in order to generate an initial estimate of the optimal sliding window size.
A second way to perform this analysis is to experimentally evaluate the solution accuracy of multiple estimation runs with different sliding window sizes. For this purpose, sliding window estimation runs are performed on the same measurement data, by varying only the sliding window length. The trajectory solutions are compared, using the metric described in section III-C, to our reference solution. This reference solution is obtained by performing a sliding window estimation run with infinite window length and with the finest possible sampling of correction knots. It is the most accurate solution as it considers all data and is able to modify the trajectory very finely. Fig. 4 shows that, as the sliding window initially increases, both error measures are decreased. Note that it was decided to here express the sliding window size in terms of number of laser sweeps as we wish to have a constant computational time which is independent of the robot speed. In this particular case, most of the error is decreased with a sliding window of at least 20-25 sweeps which corresponds to the window size previously found. Note that the computational time required to solve the optimization problem increases linearly with the sliding window length, in that case, requiring on average 5 seconds to process a sliding window of 30 sweeps at the finest correction knot sampling resolution. The next sections introduce insights on how to achieve this sliding window size while keeping the computational requirements suitable to online operation.
C. Influence of the number of uniformly sampled knots
We wish to analyze the influence of the correction trajectory knot distribution on the solution accuracy. Multiple estimation runs are performed with two varying parameters: the frequency of uniformly distributed trajectory knots and the sliding window length. The results are again compared to our reference solution. Fig. 5 suggests that the sampling frequency threshold for obtaining an accurate solution lays between 1 Hz and 4 Hz and varies with the sliding window length. Fig. 6 shows that shorter sliding window offer better accuracy per computational duration measures and that the optimal tradeoff is obtained with a knot sampling around 1Hz.
D. Nature of corrections in incremental batch estimation
Considering once more the reference solution, one can evaluate, at each optimization iteration, the world side correction δT W (τ ) applied to the trajectory. Considering 120 optimization iterations, Fig. 7 illustrates that, as a section of a trajectory is repetitively optimized, the signal power of the world-side correction applied to this section of the trajectory consistently diminishes. The only exception to that rule is the second optimization of a trajectory which requires more corrections as a large number of new matches generally constrain this segment. Therefore, as a given section of the trajectory slowly converges, less coefficients are required to describe the low-bandwidth corrections. This information will be used later to design a knot sampling strategy. Interestingly, we found that two thirds of the correction signal power is contained within the last four sweeps of the trajectory. This result also agrees with Fig. 5 as one can show that frequencies below 4Hz contain 98% of the correction signal power.
E. Sampling strategies
In this section we introduce novel strategies for selecting the correction trajectory's knots. We also discuss a technical To analyze the potential of non-uniform knot sampling we used the following strategies. A sampling strategy shall define a knot sequence, (δτ i ) n i=0 , given a time interval to spawn [t 0 , t 0 + d], and the number of segments, n. We will specify these strategies by normalized knot densities profiles, ν of the relative position within the window, α ∈ [0, 1], as depicted in Fig. 8 . The subscripts of the νs in the following correspond to the figure legends throughout the paper.
• Uniform: This strategy with equally spaced knots serves as a baseline for the evaluation. It is the strategy adopted by every system presented in the related work.
• Exponential:
where C ∈ R + is a tuning parameter. We used C := 2d sweep , with d sweep denoting the sweep duration of 3.1s (see IV-A).
• Exponential + uniform:
where D ∈ R + is a further tuning parameter. We used D := 0.3d sweep .
• Based on frequency analysis: The density profile of this strategy is extrapolated from the frequency analysis of section IV-C. From the results illustrated in Fig. 7 , we compute the average correction signal power for every position in the sliding window. With the hypothesis that sections of higher correction signal power should be more accurately represented, the density profile, ν freq , is generated proportionally to this signal power ratio.
• Freq + uniform:
where we chose the same D as for ν exp + uniform .
The parameters C and D are only roughly tuned based on experiments. Further work could be done in selecting the set of parameters which best performs in different type of environments.
1) Technical implication:
Note that for each of these strategies we decided to choose the correction trajectory's knots as a subset of the base trajectory's knots. This choice has been made to simplify the Jacobians computation while still offering flexibility as the base trajectory is defined at 100Hz.
Limitations arise if one simply applies the sampling density profile with a desired number of knots approaching the number of odometry measurements within the sliding window. This can result locally in sampling frequencies higher than the odometry frequency which in turn yields under-constrained coefficients. If this is the case, the profile is flattened as much as necessary to resolve the underconstrain problem. This flattening method is favored over a thresholding one as it preserves the smoothness of the sampling profile.
2) Experiments: We now evaluate the performances of the different sampling strategies within a sliding window estimation application. Multiple sliding window estimation runs are performed by varying (i) the sampling strategy and (ii) the number of correction knots to be optimized. For each combination, the estimated trajectory after each sliding window shift is compared to the gold standard estimate using the two metrics described in section III-C: (i) E n with L = 1m and (ii) a weighted average of E f for L ∈ {1, 0.1, 0.01}m. Different Ls are combined for E f because both global and local accuracies are relevant when working with trajectories for, as example, projecting a map from laser data. As different integration window generally corresponds to different scale, we weight E f for L < 1m such that their average over all experiments are equal to the one for L = 1m.
For each estimation run, we measure the mean computation time, d CPU , that a test computer (Intel i7-2600 CPU at 3.40GHz) spent in the Gauss Newton solver. For the figures, the error metrics, E, are combined with d CPU as (1/E)/d CPU in order to quantify the concept of accuracy per duration.
3) Results: Fig. 11 illustrates our first important finding: non-uniform sampling strategies generally yield a faster convergence time for the same number of optimization variables. This advance can be at least partly attributed to the sparser linear system, representing the Gauss Newton approximation of the cost function's Hessian resulting from non-uniform knot sampling as depicted in Fig. 12 . Fig. 9 illustrates that the non-uniform sampling strategies clearly benefit from this optimization speedup and yield, for the full trajectory comparison as measured by the performance metric E f (see section III-C), an accuracy per duration measure which is superior to uniform sampling. As both global and local accuracies are relevant when working with trajectories for, as example, projecting a map from laser data, we choose to average the metric E f over multiple integration windows (L = 1, 0.1 & 0.01 meters). As different integration window generally corresponds to different scale, we normalized the metrics with L = 0.1 & 0.01 meters to be combinable with the metric L = 1.
In general the absolute accuracy is comparable for all knot sampling strategies except for the exp strategy that slightly The accuracy is evaluated using metric E f from section III-C. The accuracy is evaluated using metric E n from section III-C. falls back for low number of coefficients. Interestingly, adding an uniform component to the sampling strategies makes them perform better for low number of coefficients and worst for high number of coefficients. With a low number of knots, the pure exponential or frequency-based methods assign too low knot density at the beginning of a window, which yields higher estimate errors in this segment. Fig. 10 shows similar results when comparing the trajectories heads trough the performance measure E n . Finally, we show in Fig. 1 a point cloud segment which is produced in real time using a sliding window of 30 sweeps and the frequency-based sampling strategy with 620 coefficients, as motivated by the maximum of Fig. 9 . This run required in average only 388 ms to perform the Gauss-Newton optimizations, as compared to 608 ms for the uniform sampling strategy with same window size and number of correction knots.
V. CONCLUSION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to present an analysis of the effects of non-uniform knot sampling for sliding window trajectory estimation. We analyzed the influence that sliding window length and coefficient sampling frequency have on the solution accuracy. It is shown that, as trajectory segments are incrementally optimized, the power of subsequent corrections to these segments diminishes. We also introduced two classes of non-uniform knot sampling strategies and demonstrated their performance for (i) estimating the robot current position and (ii) estimating the full robot trajectory. Both perform superior to the uniform sampling strategy in terms of accuracy per CPU time in a broad range of number of knots per sliding window.
As these techniques offer the flexibility to first perform surfels matching before selecting a convenient knot dis-tribution, one could decide to have denser knots around trajectory positions affected by these matches. One could also generalize this strategy to perform proper sampling of the correction trajectory in the occurrence of loop-closing events. Finally, it would be interesting to experiment with different underlying trajectory representations. Smoother representations like Hermite splines interpolation might perform better for largely spaced correction knots.
APPENDIX METRICS FOR POSE ESTIMATE'S ERROR ACCUMULATED
OVER TRAVELED DISTANCE Given a good pose trajectory estimate, (G i ) i )B i+1 and this is the same as if one would apply the initial term to the B series after left multiplied by (G i B −1 i ) for a fixed i such that B i coincides with G i . I.e. it would be the true translation / rotation error, accumulated in the moving body frame, of B if G was the true trajectory up to the error introduced by the fact that from i to i + 1 is G isn't of constant rotation.
The purpose of E II is just the conversion from the sparse time domain, τ , to distance traveled by interpolating the accumulated error over distance traveled. We use (exponentially) linear interpolation as for the components of the curve control vertices in (2) .
Finally E does average the error accumulated in a sliding error accumulation window in distance traveled of length L, which must not be confused with the sliding estimation window in time.
The basic idea and motivation is very similar to the relative pose error (RPE) described in Sturm et al. [11] . The extra effort comes with two additional goals: (i) decouple translational from rotational error and (ii) measure typical accumulated error per distance traveled.
